The write operations on emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM), such as NAND Flash and Phase Change Memory (PCM), usually incur high access latency, and are required to be optimized. In this paper, we propose Asymmetric Read-Write (ARW) policies to minimize the write traffic sent to NVM. ARW policies exploit the asymmetry costs of read and write operations, and make adjustments on the insertion policy and hit-promotion policy of the replacement algorithm. ARW can reduce the write traffic to NVM by preventing dirty data blocks from frequent evictions. We evaluate ARW policies on systems with PCM as main memory and NAND Flash as disk. Simulation results on an 8-core multicore show that ARW adopted on the last-level cache (LLC) can reduce write traffic by more than 15% on average compared to LRU baseline. When used on both LLC and DRAM cache, ARW policies achieve an impressive reduction of 40% in write traffic without system performance degradation. When employed on the on-disk buffer of the Solid State Drive (SSD), ARW demonstrates significant reductions in both write traffic and overall access latency. Moreover, ARW policies are lightweight, easy to implement, and incur negligible storage and runtime overhead.
Introduction
Existing memory systems are increasingly constrained by their performance, power and technology scaling limitations [2] . Emerging memory technologies, based on nonvolatile materials, are under investigation as a potential evolutionary approach to overcome this limitation and further scale down the technology. NAND Flash, based on polycrystalline Si floating gate, is the dominant NVM technology driven by the explosive popularity of portable electronic devices. A variety of other memory technologies such as Spin Torque Transfer RAM (STT-RAM), Phase-Change Memory (PCM), and Resistive RAM (RRAM) are promising for high-performance and low-power system [3] , [4] . † † The author is with School of Computer Science and Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing 100191, China.
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One of the best candidates, PCM, exploits the thermally reversible phase transitions of chalcogenide alloys (e.g., Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 ) to match both the high-density as well as the high-performance specifications. To further improve the performance and scalability of memory systems, we need to explore NVM as feasible alternatives to existing memory technology for future computing systems. Two promising NVM technologies focused in this paper are Flash and Phase Change Memory (PCM). NAND Flash can only be used as a disk cache [5] or an alternative for magnetic disks [6] because it is not byte-addressable and is about 200X slower than DRAM. PCM, on the other hand, is only 2x-4x slower than DRAM and can provide up to 4x more density than DRAM, which makes it a promising candidate for main memories [7] . PCM has been backed by key industry manufacturers such as Intel, STMicroelectronics, Samsung and IBM as both off-chip and on-chip memory [8] . Table 1 lists features of several memory technologies: SRAM, DRAM, PCM and NAND Flash based on the data obtained from literature [9] - [11] .
There are several challenges to overcome before NAND Flash and PCM become feasible parts of the memory hierarchy. One challenge is the latency and energy costs of write operations. Due to the non-volatile property, it takes more time and energy for NVM to overwrite data. The other challenge is the limited lifetime due to the endurance constraint. For NAND Flash, the number of erase operation allowed to be performed for each block ranges from 10 4 to 10 6 [12] , while for PCM, it can tolerate 10 8 − 10 15 writes per cell [13] . Once the endurance constraint is exceeded, the block or cell will be worn out, making the memory unreliable. Therefore, the write traffic to NVM should be reduced in order to decrease access latency, power and meanwhile increase lifetime.
In this paper, we focus on optimization techniques on replacement policies to decrease write traffic to NAND Flash and PCM. Replacement policies [14] - [17] have been studied extensively to improve cache and buffer efficiency. However, most of previous works don't consider the asymmetry costs of read and write requests in context of NVM. Recently a few cache management techniques [18] - [20] have been proposed to mitigate the write overhead of PCM, but most of them are performed on PCM itself, without optimizing the write traffic sent from LLC. In addition, there are some buffer management policies [12] , [21] , [22] that can reduce the writebacks to NAND Flash, but they fall short in efficiency and are difficult to implement on chip. To • The base ARW policies, which consider the asymmetric costs of read and write operations by setting different evicting priorities, are proposed to minimize the write traffic.
• To prevent dead lines from wasting memory capacity, improved ARW policies are proposed by distinguishing access frequencies, which can further reduce write traffic.
• ARW policies are evaluated on two PCM-based systems: with and without DRAM cache. Simulation results show that write traffic can be reduced by 47.4% and 16.0% respectively against LRU baseline. Moreover, ARW policies incur negligible runtime and storage overhead.
• Trace-driven simulation on NAND Flash-based system shows that when adopted by on-disk buffer, ARW can significantly decrease write traffic as well as overall memory latency than pervious methods. ARW is lightweight, simple to implement, and easy to maintain.
Note that our previous study [1] proposed Read-Write Aware replacement policies for PCM, which are only the subset of ARW policies in this paper. A new policy, namely, 2 bit ARW-I, is proposed in this paper, which can outperform the policies proposed in [1] with less storage overhead. In addition, we also extend our methods for NAND Flash in this paper. The design details are described in Sect. 3.
NVM Characteristics and Its Memory Hierarchy
In this section, we first review the technology background of PCM and NAND Flash, and then introduce the NVM-based memory hierarchy.
Technology Background
Different NVM technologies have their particular storage mechanisms.
1) PCM Properties
Tradition DRAM requires consistent refresh operations to sustain data. Unlike DRAM, PCM is a type of nonvolatile memory that can retain its data even when the power is turned off. The PCM cell consists of a standard NMOS access transistor and phase change material. There are two kinds of PCM write operations, SET and RESET, and these two write operations are controlled by different electronic currents. Since the SET status and RESET status have a large variance on their equivalent resistance, the data stored in the cell can be retrieved by sensing the device resistance by applying very low power.
In general, PCM is 2X-4X slower than DRAM, and the write latency is much larger than read (about an order of magnitude). In addition, PCM can provide up to 4X more density than DRAM. The reason is that PCM cell can be in different degrees of partial crystallization and therefore is able to store two or more bits in each cell. Finally, PCM cells can endure a maximum of 10 8 − 10 15 writes, which poses a reliability problem. To make PCM a feasible candidate for main memory, the write overhead should be minimized, which will be addressed in our work.
2) NAND Flash Properties
The physical mechanism of the flash memory is to store bits in the floating gate and control the gate threshold voltage. The memory cell modifies its threshold voltage by adding electrons to or subtracting electrons from the isolated floating gate. As its capacity increases and price decreases, flash-memory-based solid state disk (SSD) has been used as a cache for magnetic disk, or even replace it. Different from magnetic disk, NAND Flash memory is a kind of write-once and bulk erase material. It is organized in terms of blocks, and each block consists of a fixed number of pages.
There are three operations for NAND Flash, that is, read, write and erase operations, which provide very different overheads. Specifically, the latency of a write operation is about 10X higher than that of a read operation. The erase operation further costs 7.5X more clocks than write opera- tion, due to the erase-before-write requirement of the material. That is, NAND Flash cannot directly update the data by overwriting it until an erase operation is performed. In addition, the read and write operations are performed on a page granularity, while the erase operation can only be done in a coarser granularity called "block", which involves a number of pages. Consequently, even a small update to a single page requires erasing all the pages within the block.
NVM-Based Memory Hierarchy
We introduce NVM-based memory hierarchy where PCM acts as main memory and NAND Flash works as disk. Figure 1 shows two systems in which PCM acts as main memory. In Fig. 1 (a) , PCM completely replaces DRAM to increase capacity. However, the higher access latency of PCM may lead to performance degradation. To mitigate the latency gap, a DRAM buffer can be introduced as the cache of PCM (shown in Fig. 1 (b) ). In such a hybrid main memory, system can get benefits from both sides, the large capacity of PCM and the low access latency of DRAM. It has been shown that a relative small DRAM buffer (3% size of the PCM storage) can filter most of the accesses to PCM [10] . This organization is similar to that proposed in [10] , but is different in access granularity and data placing sequence. In the previous hybrid system, PCM acts as same as DRAM in a traditional system, and is therefore managed by Operating System. In contrast, the DRAM cache in Fig. 1 (b) is not visible to OS and organized by DRAM controller. Note that in our system DRAM is off-chip, however, on-chip embedded DRAM also applies as that in IBM POWER7 [23] . Therefore DRAM is organized at cache block granularity as same as SRAM cache on chip. The reason why we don't use page granularity is that when an eviction occurs in DRAM, only a dirty line is written back to PCM instead of a dirty page, making the write traffic minimized. This mechanism requires Dirty Bit attached to each DRAM cache line. In addition, Valid Bit and LRU Bits are also required per cache line. In order to reduce access latency, the tags of DRAM cache can be made of SRAM.
1) Organizations with PCM as Main Memory
We assume write-back SRAM cache and write-back DRAM cache (rather than write-through cache) to further reduce the write traffic. Therefore PCM is written only when dirty data lines are replaced from the upper-level memory, whose replacement policy determines the amount of write traffic to PCM. The default replacement policy of SRAM cache and DRAM cache is LRU, which doesn't consider the imbalance of replacement cost between read and write requests. ARW policies, instead, distinguish the dirty lines and clean lines, and are adopted in the upper-level memory above PCM. In organization shown in Fig. 1 (a) , the upperlevel memory is the on-chip LLC. In Fig. 1 (b) , ARW can be used in both LLC and the DRAM buffer.
Please note that, when Asymmetric Read-Write policies are applied for PCM-based main memory, Read here refers to load and store requests as they don't overwrite data lines, while Write refers to writeback requests which produce dirty data lines. Figure 2 shows the modern SSD with an on-disk buffer between the host interface and a flash translation layer (FTL). FTL is employed to hide the idiographic characteristic of flash memory and to mimic themselves as block devices. FTL provides an address mapping between the logical addresses used by the host and the physical addresses used in flash memory. Besides, FTL internally issues extra read, write, or erase operations to efficiently manage the storage space, and the number of these operations depends both on the data access pattern from the upper layer and the algorithm adopted by the address mapping [24] . The buffer stores data from the host first and then writes the data to the NAND Flash memory afterwards. The replacement policy employed by the buffer is responsible for scheduling write requests, making it a vital role in minimizing the write traffic.
2) NAND Flash-based Disk Organization

Asymmetric Read-Write Replacement Policy
In this section, we first describe the overview of ARW, and then illustrate the base ARW and its improved version in details. Note that since ARW is a general technique and can be applied for both PCM and NAND Flash, for simplicity, we take PCM-based memory as an example to illustrate ARW. The difference in implementation issues between applying ARW for NAND Flash and for PCM will be addressed in Sect. 3.4.
ARW Overview
ARW policies are proposed aiming at reducing evictions of dirty lines to PCM, which can be achieved by retaining dirty lines long enough to satisfy subsequent writebacks. The adjustments on the replacement algorithms can be designed based on the recently proposed Re-reference Interval Prediction (RRIP) policy [16] .
RRIP is able to prevent blocks with a distant rereference interval from polluting the cache. An M-bit register per cache block is used to store its Re-reference Prediction Value (RRPV), which predicts the re-reference interval is near-immediate, long or in the distant future. Blocks with distant RRPV will be evicted first at capacity confliction, then will be the blocks with long RRPV. Finally nearimmediate RRPV blocks will be evicted. By always inserting new blocks with a long RRPV, new blocks can be evicted earlier compared to LRU. Thus, RRIP prevents cache blocks with a distant re-reference interval from evicting blocks having a near-immediate re-reference interval, making it beneficial for workloads with stream access and mixed access patterns.
Inspired by RRIP, we proposed ARW, which distinguishes read and write requests by setting different RRPVs. Therefore dirty lines can be prevented from frequent evictions. We assume an M-bit register per cache line to store RRPV. Similar to RRIP, RRPV 0 means the data line is predicted to be re-referenced in near-immediate term and has the lowest priority to be evicted, while RRPV (2 M − 1) means the data line is predicted to be re-referenced in distant future and has the highest priority to be evicted. RRPV between 0 and (2 M − 1) means the data line has medium re-reference interval. The lager RRPV is, the higher priority the data line will be evicted. Based on this intuition, through setting a small RRPV, dirty data lines can be retained longer in cache to avoid frequent evictions. Therefore, write operations to lower level PCM can be decreased. With various M and RRPV settings, ARW can have different trade-offs between performance and cost. Three ARW policies are implemented and evaluated in this paper, a base ARW policy with 3-bit RRPV register called 3bit ARW-B, and two improved versions: 3bit ARW-I policy, and a more cost-effective 2bit ARW-I policy (with 2bit RRPV register).
Base ARW Policy
In 3bit ARW-B, a 3-bit RRPV register is attached to each cache line. Therefore, there are eight RRPVs (i.e.,from 0 to 7) and the replacement priorities fall into eight categories. To better illustrate 3bit ARW-B, the replacement algorithm is decomposed into three parts: the insertion policy, the promotion policy and the victim selection policy.
The Insertion Policy. On a load or store miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 6. On a writeback miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 0.
The Promotion Policy. On hit, no matter load hit, store hit or writeback hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to 0.
The Victim Selection Policy. Search for the first data line from left to right whose RRPV is 7. Once found, make it the victim to be replaced. If not exist, all the RRPVs in this set are incremented until some RRPV reaches 7.
Behaviors of 3-bit ARW-B are shown in Fig. 3 (a) .
Improved ARW Policy
In the base ARW policy, all dirty lines are protected to decrease writebacks. For example, newly installed dirty line is given the lowest priority to be evicted. Once there are subsequent writebacks to the dirty line in a short term, evictions can be avoided. However, if it is a single-use dirty line (i.e. a dead line without subsequent accesses), protecting it may decrease hit rate. According to the promotion policy, the dead line won't be replaced until its RRPV is incremented to (2 M − 1). Furthermore, this RRPV incrementing process is much slower than that under LRU policy. The reason is that compared to LRU, newly inserted data lines on a read miss is prone to be evicted under ARW, and thus it takes longer to evict the already inserted dead lines.To sum up, over-protecting the dead dirty lines in base ARW leads to memory under-utilization problem.
To address this limitation, new replacement algorithms are required not only to distinguish clean and dirty blocks, but also to consider the access frequency. Based on 3bit ARW-B, an improved policy called 3bit ARW-I is proposed, which evicts the dead dirty lines as early as possible. The insertion policy in 3bit ARW-I is different from that in 3bit ARW-B. Specifically, newly inserted dirty lines will be given a medium RRPV value instead of 0. Such behavior can prevent single-use dirty lines from polluting the cache, and meanwhile gives them a certain amount of time to receive subsequent accesses. Once re-referenced, its RRPV is promoted to 0. Consequently, only dirty lines with multiple uses are protected.
However, always giving new dirty lines medium RRPV will shrink the capacity of dirty lines. Because under the new insertion policy in 3bit ARW-I, write operations have similar behaviors as read operations, and dirty lines are not given higher priority enough for protection than clean lines. Accordingly, more dirty line evictions may be triggered. To solve this problem, load/store hit-promotion policy is also modified. Once load/store hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to some medium value (e.g., 3) instead of 0, which is different from writeback hit-promotion policy that sets RRPV to 0. In summary, 3bit ARW-I is described as follows:
The insertion policy. On a load or store miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 6. On a writeback miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 5.
The promotion policy. On read (load/store) hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to 3; on write hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to 0.
The victim selection policy. The same as 3bit ARW-B policy. As illustrated above, the more bits in the RRPV register, the more replacement priorities in the policy, and it is more difficult for dead lines with RRPV 0 to get evicted. Consequently, for access patterns with infrequent re-references, reduce the number of bits in RRPV register can improve performance. Thus, 2bit ARW-I is proposed, with 2 bits in each RRPV register and totally 4 RRPVs. 2bit ARW-I is described as follows:
The insertion policy. On a load or store miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 3. On a writeback miss, RRPV of the new block is set to 2.
The promotion policy. On read (load/store) hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to 1; on write hit, RRPV of the hit line is set to 0.
The victim selection policy. Search for the first data line from left to right whose RRPV is 3. Once found, make it the victim. If not exist, all the RRPVs in this set are incremented until some RRPV reaches 3.
Behaviors of 2-bit ARW-I are shown in Fig. 3 (b) , which depicts the benefits of improved ARW with an example. The reference sequence {Read a 3 , Write a 4 , Read a 5 , Read a 5 , Write a 6 , Write a 6 , Read a 7 , Write a 1 } is injected to caches adopted with 3bit ARW-B and 2bit ARW-I respectively, and a 4 is a single-use dirty line. When a 7 read miss occurs, 2bit ARW-I evicts a 4 while 3bit ARW-B retains a 4 . It shows that 2bit ARW-I can evict the dead line earlier than 3bit ARW-B. Please note that 3bit ARW-B and 3bit ARW-I policies are actually RWA policies in [1] . In other words, RWA and RWA-I proposed in [1] are denoted as 3bit ARW-B and 3bit ARW-I in this paper. The 2bit ARW-I policy is a new policy proposed in this study.
Applying ARW for NAND Flash
We have already described how ARW policies work and how to apply them for PCM. But when applying ARW for NAND Flash, there are several differences to address. First of all is the different memory levels to be applied. ARW is employed by LLC and DRAM cache above PCM, while for NAND Flash, ARW is used by on-disk buffer. The second difference is the access granularity. The data blocks are replaced in terms of a cache line in LLC for PCM, compared to the frame granularity managed in buffer for NAND Flash, where frame consists of one or more pages. The third difference lies in the implementation methods. ARW policies are implemented as hardware logic integrated into cache controller for PCM. For NAND Flash, however, they are usually implemented as a software component which acts as a part of the operation system or database management system.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate ARW policies for both PCM- based and NAND Flash-based systems, with executiondriven simulation method and trace-driven simulation method respectively. We evaluated 3bit ARW-B, 3bit ARW-I and 2bit ARW-I with three previous methods, that is, LRU, RRIP and CCFLRU [12] . CCFLRU is a competitive baseline originally designed to reduce writebacks to SSD. With CCFLRU, data blocks are classified into four categories: clean cold, clean hot, dirty cold and dirty hot, by maintaining two LRU lists. Though it's not a feasible technique for LLC due to its extreme complexity, we still simulate it onchip to make a competitive comparison with ARW policies. All policies are evaluated in terms of the number of write operations and runtime (or overall latency).
Experiment Setup for Evaluation under PCM
Experiments under PCM are conducted with full-system simulation based on Simics [25] and the GEMS toolset [26] , and the parameters of baseline configurations are given in Table 2 . Note that we have two baseline systems as shown in Fig. 1 . Except DRAM, all parameters of the two baseline systems are the same. Specifically, an eight-core CMP system with simple in-order core modal is adopted. L1 cache is private, while L2 cache, DRAM cache and PCM memory are all shared. L2 cache is inclusive, and DRAM cache is non-inclusive. LRU policy is employed in both L2 and DRAM cache, while NRU [14] page replacement policy is used on PCM memory. Detailed memory controllers are also simulated. Since PCM is an emerging memory technology, the projection of its feature tends to be varied. However, the parameters are consistent with other researchers' assumptions. We selected twelve representative scientific workloads with relatively large working set as shown in Table 3 , five 10,000 90% /10% 80% / 20% T5582 300,000 10,000 50% / 50% 80% / 20% T1982 300,000 10,000 10% / 90% 80% / 20% T9155 300,000 10,000 90% / 10% 50% / 50% T5555 300,000 10,000 50% / 50% 50% / 50% T1955 300,000 10,000 10% / 90% 50% / 50% from SPLASH-2 [27] and seven from PARSEC [28] . Large working set may result in a large amount of evictions and accordingly more write operations to PCM. All simulation results are normalized to the LRU baseline.
Experiment Setup for Evaluation under NAND Flash
Experiments under NAND Flash-based system are conducted with a trace-driven simulator called FlashDBSim [29] . We simulate a 128MB NAND Flash device with 64 pages per block and 2KB per page. The parameters of the I/O operations are given in Table 4 , which is the default configuration of Flash-DBSim. The erasure limitation of a block is 100,000 cycles. For simplicity, we assume that the size of a frame in the buffer is equal to that of a page in NAND Flash, and this assumption will not have impacts on performance comparison. We use both real and synthetic traces for evaluation. Table 5 gives the six synthetic traces, where the read / write ratio of "90% / 10%" denotes the read and write operations in the traces are 90 and 10 percents respectively, and the locality of "80% / 20%" refers to that 80% of the total references are performed on 20% of the pages. Table 6 introduces the real-world OLTP trace collected in a bank system [30] .
Results under PCM
Results on the Organization without DRAM Buffer
We first show the results under the organization without DRAM cache (as shown in Fig. 1 (a) ). Figure 4 presents the amount of write traffic to PCM normalized to LRU baseline. 2bit ARW-I and CCFLRU outperform other baselines, and achieve reductions by 16.0% and 16.3% respectively. Among the twelve workloads, 2bit ARW-I gets comparative performance with respect to CCFLRU in five workloads, gets more reduction in three workloads. Note that 2bit ARW-I achieves the comparable performance as CCFLRU with much reduced complexity. 3bit ARW-B performs a little better than 3bit ARW-I, and they reduce write traffic by 11.5% and 9.4% respectively. Since 2bit ARW-I performs better than both 3bit ARW-I and 3bit ARW-B, it implies that early eviction of dead lines can benefit most of the cases. RRIP decreases write traffic by 7.7% since it can evict single-use data lines earlier than LRU, and therefore improves hit rate and reduce the number of evictions to some extent. However, RRIP is a general replacement policy, with performance not as good as other policies specially designed for optimizing write traffic. Figure 5 shows the execution time normalized to LRU baseline. On average, only 3bit ARW-B slightly increases runtime by 1.7%, while all other policies decrease runtime within 1%. In can be concluded that these policies are efficient and have negligible impact on system runtime. Figure 6 shows the L1 miss latency normalized to LRU baseline. 3bit ARW-B decreases L1 miss latency by 2.2%, while all other policies achieve equivalent results as LRU. The possible reason might be the decrease in write miss penalty is compensated by the increase in read miss penalty, and thus the L1 miss latency remains stable.
Results on the Organization with DRAM Buffer
The simulation results under the organization comprised of hybrid main memory are presented here, where ARW policies are adopted by both LLC and DRAM cache. Figure 7 shows the normalized write traffic to PCM. Compared to LRU baseline, RRIP, CCFLRU, 3bit ARW-B, 3bit ARW- I and 2bit ARW-I reduce write traffic by 25.7%, 37.6%, 28.8%, 36.7% and 47.4% respectively. 2bit ARW-I achieves the best performance, and CCFLRU takes the second place. Compared to 3bit ARW-B, 3bit ARW-I prevents single-use dirty lines from over-protecting, and thus gets better performance. 2bit ARW-I has fewer replacement priorities than 3bit ARW-I, and therefore is able to evict dead lines earlier.
In eight out of twelve workloads, 2bit ARW-I outperforms 3bit ARW-I.
Recall Fig. 4 , under the organization without DRAM buffer, 3bit ARW-B performs better than 3bit ARW-I, different from what we observe under the organization with DRAM buffer. The reason is that with DRAM buffer, the requests are filtered by two cache levels, which leads to increase in the proportion of single-use lines in DRAM cache. Such pattern is suitable to 3bit ARW-I policies. Based on the similar reason, 2bit ARW-I also gets benefits and performs better than CCFLRU by 9.8%.
There is an anomalous case that 3bit ARW-I and 3bit ARW-B increase write traffic against LRU in workload barnes. Recalling the results shown in Fig. 4 , both 3bit ARW-I and 3bit ARW-B reduce write traffic when they are only adopted in L2 cache. It can be inferred that the adoption of 3bit ARW-I and 3bit ARW-B on DRAM cache results in increase in write traffic. The possible reason is that for barnes, most dirty lines in DRAM cache has only a few rereferences. To improve performance, the dead lines should be evicted as soon as possible. However, there are eight priorities in 3bit ARW-I and 3bit ARW-B, which take more time to evict deadlines than LRU and 2bit ARW-I, and thus leads to negative impact on performance. Figure 8 shows the normalized execution time compared to LRU baseline. In general, the execution time remains stable. On average, RRIP, 3bit ARW-B and 3bit ARW-I can reduce execution time by 0.7%, 0.4% and 0.6%. Meanwhile, CCFLRU and 2bit ARW-I increase execution time by 1.4% and 0.4%. Figure 9 shows the normalized L1 miss latency against LRU baseline. On average, CCFLRU has almost the same results as LRU, while RRIP, 3bit ARW-B, 3bit ARW-I, 2bit ARW-I can reduce L1 miss latency by 0.6%, 2.4%, 1.5% and 0.9% respectively.
Overhead
The hardware overhead of our proposal consists of two main components, the registers for RRPV in cache tag-store entries, and the update logic. All the cache sets share one set of logic to update RRPV. Table 7 lists the storage overhead in tag-store entries for different policies. Since ARW policies are adopted on LLC and DRAM cache, the associativity is generally larger than eight. Under such assumption, ARW policies incur less storage overhead than LRU and CCFLRU, and have good scalability for high-associativity cache. When taking update logic into consideration, ARW policies are simpler than LRU and CCFLRU. CCFLRU is difficult to implement because it has to distinguish four categories of data lines: cold-clean, cold-dirty, hot-clean, hotdirty. In addition, it has to traverse the whole set several times to choose the victim, and takes longer time and consumes more power. Thus, it is not a feasible cache-level replacement policy designed for frequent accesses. ARW policies, on the contrary, is simple to implement and easy to be integrated into cache controllers. Moreover, the design changes for ARW policies are not on the critical path and thus do not affect the cache access time. Hardware Overhead * LRU n · log 2 n CCFLRU n · log 2 n + n 3bit ARW-B 3n 3bit ARW-I 3n 2bit ARW-I 2n * Assuming an n-way set associativity cache, HW overhead is measured in number of bits required per cache set. Figure 10 shows the number of write operations with the synthetic traces under various buffer sizes. It can be observed that all ARW policies can reduce write traffic compared to LRU baseline. 2bit ARW-I provides better performance than all other policies, and CCFLRU takes the second place. The trends of results shown here are consistent with those under PCM-based organization and the explanations of the results are also similar to what we have discussed before. It can also be observed that the performance gap between 2bit ARW-I and CCFLRU gets larger for workloads with good locality (e.g., T1982, T5582 and T9182) than those with poor locality, which means that compared to CCFLRU, 2bit ARW-I can better exploit the property of lo- cality to further reduce write traffic. In addition, according to results of T1982, T5555 and T9182, we can observe that the more percents of write operations in the trace, the more reductions can be achieved, which confirms the effectiveness of our proposal under a large amount of write traffic. Figure 11 shows the overall access latency for the synthetic traces under various buffer sizes. The trends of the latency results are quite similar to those of write traffic results shown in Fig. 10 . It can be observed that 2bit ARW-I outperforms all other policies. The reduction in latency benefits from two sources, one is the reduction in the number of write operations, and the other is the simplicity of 2bit ARW-I policy, leading to reduced access latency. Note that we only need to maintain negligible 2 bits or 3 bits per each block under ARW policies, while CCFLRU, on the contrary, has to manage two LRU lists and four categories by using much more bits to tag each block. Thus CCFLRU is not only difficult to implement and maintain but also takes more time for operating than 2bit ARW-I.
Results on Real OLTP Trace under Various Buffer
Sizes Figure 12 shows the number of write operations and the overall access latency for the real-world OLTP traces under various buffer sizes. Since real-world workloads generally display good locality, the trends of results shown here are similar to those under synthetic workloads with good lo- Figure 13 shows the number of write operations with the synthetic traces and real-world OLTP traces under various page sizes. It can be observed that 2bit ARW-I generally achieves the best performance. It also shows that under a certain buffer size (e.g., 4MB or 16MB in our setting), when the page size grows larger, the number of write counts increases. The possible reason is that smaller pages result in less amount of internal fragmentation, making the buffer get better utilized, which hence can reduce the number of page faults and writebacks. In addition, a smaller page size allows each page to match program locality more accurately [31] . However, decreasing the page size increases the number of pages and hence increases the overhead to operate the pages (e.g., page table size). Please note that the decision of best page size is not within the scope of this paper. Our results show that in most cases, 2bit ARW-I outperforms all other policies under the page sizes ranging from 2KB to 16KB, confirming the effectiveness of our proposal. Figure 14 shows the overall access latency under various page sizes, indicating that 2bit ARW-I outperforms all other policies. The trends of the latency results are quite similar to those of write traffic results shown in Fig. 13 . In addition, it also shows that as the page size grows larger, the access latency increases. The reason is that since increasing page sizes results in more write traffic (as shown in Fig. 13 ), larger access latency is hence observed due to the high latency of the write operations for NAND Flash.
Results under Various Page Sizes
Related Work
A variety of memory organizations together with optimization techniques have been proposed to reduce the performance overhead incurred by writing PCM. Hybrid architectures [10] , [18] , [32] work together with buffers and intelligent scheduling to bridge the latency gap. Qureshi et al. [10] adopted a smaller DRAM acting as a cache for a large PCM main memory. Qureshi et al. [19] proposed adaptive Write Cancelation policies combined with Write Canceling policies to improve read performance. Wu [33] et al. proposed read-write aware Hybrid Cache Architecture, where a single level cache can be partitioned into read region (SRAM) and write region (PCM or MRAM). Qureshi et al. [10] proposed lazy write organization, which doesn't write back unmodified page in DRAM. Flip-N-Write [34] examines new word with original word to reduce the number of bits to write. Most of them are not general techniques, requiring either specific organization or even instruction extension. Our technique is orthogonal to most of these works and can be combined to achieve better performance.
Though there are some techniques proposed to decrease write overhead on PCM via replacement policies, most of them are employed on PCM or DRAM with the page or even coarser grained block as the replacement unit. Thus, we only describe the fine-grained policies as ARW which are adopted in LLC. Write-back-aware cache partitioning (WCP) and write-queue balancing (WQP) replacement policy are designed aiming to partition cache to different cores to reduce writebacks [35] . A write-back-aware dynamic cache management technique (WADE) [4] is proposed to predict frequently written back blocks and dynamically adjust the cache size [36] . Cache replacement algorithms are proposed in [37] , which combines two or more replacement policies, incurring significant hardware overhead. Compared to these methods, ARW is more lightweight and can partition the cache implicitly without any parameter setting or organization modification.
Flash-aware replacement policies have been proposed to reduce the number of writes to SSD. CFLRU [38] maintains a clean-first region at one end of LRU list, where clean pages are always selected as victims over dirty pages. LRU-WSR [39] is based on LRU and Second Chance, which evicts clean and cold-dirty pages and keeping hot-dirty pages in buffer as long as possible. REF [6] has a victim window similar to CFLRU. However, it doesn't distinguish clean and dirty states of pages. Cold-Clean-First LRU (CCFLRU) [12] policy enhanced CFLRU and LRU-WSR methods by differentiating clean pages into cold and hot ones, and evicting cold clean pages first and delaying the eviction of hot clean pages. AD-LRU [21] sets the lowest limit for the size of the cold list. FOR [22] combines inter-operation distance and operation recency to determine the hotness of an operation, which are used to calculate the weight of each page to evict. These NAND Flash-based policies are designed in page or coarser granularity, and are too complex to be employed by on-chip cache. In contrast, ARW policies are lightweight schemes and easier to be integrated into existing cache structure or off-chip buffer at any data granularity with negligible overhead.
Conclusions
In this article, we propose a set of memory replacement policies called ARW in the context of NVM-based memory hierarchy. ARW policies improve system performance and extend the lifetime of PCM and NAND Flash by reducing the writeback requests. The basic version of ARW keeps dirty blocks in the cache (or buffer), while the improved version can further improve performance by evicting the single-use dirty blocks. When ARW policies are employed by LLC and DRAM cache, full-system simulation results on an 8-core CMP show that ARW can significantly reduce the write traffic to PCM without degrading the system performance. When ARW policies are adopted by on-disk buffer in SSD, the simulation results shows similar trends, and both the number of write operations and the overall latency can be reduced impressively. Moreover, ARW policies incur negligible hardware overhead or runtime overhead. Therefore, ARW policies are feasible and can be easily integrated into existing hardware or SSD management system.
